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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses New Zealand's experience wilh 
perfonnance standards used within a generally prescriptive 
regulatory regime to allow gains in heavy vehicle productivity 
while keeping within the safety limits of a demanding 
transportation environment 

INTRODUCTION 

Safety regulations for heavy motor vehicles in New 
Zealand are based on prescriptive legislation for size limits, 
weight limits and equipment 

There is provision in the law for variations to the legal 
requirements to be approved by administrative policy. This 
is considered where departure from the legal prescriptive 
requirements may be justified by productivity improvements, 
while maintaining safety levels eqoivalem to the prescribed 
regulations. 

In some cases provisions developed as performance 
standards were not included in the regulations because the 
added complexity could not be justified in general regulations. 
In other cases provisions were omitted from regulations 
because the small number of vehicles involved could best be 
dealt with on an individual basis. In other cases OperatoIS 
have been able to establish a case, based on new information, 
that net social benefits are available through conditional 
relaxation of the prescriptive requirements. 

LAND TRANSPORT SAFETY AUTHORITY 
CORPORATE SAFETY PHILOSOPHY 

Our response to industry requests for departmes from the 
regular rules has been strongly guided by the performance and 
service principles set for the Authority by the Government 

The LTSA is a Crown entity, (comroUed by a user 
represeotative Boatd ofDirectoIS), the Govemmem's primary 
advisor on Land Transport Safety. It is not a Government 
department 

We are chaIged with the responsibility of promoting 
safety in land transport at a reasonable cost An Act defines 
a cost as reasonable when the cost to the nation is exceeded 

by the benefits to the nation. We are obliged to apply cost 
benefit analysis to all new proposals. 

The LTSA is committed strongly to improving cliem 
service. We therefore aim to be responsive to industry 
initiatives which are likely to meet the reasonable cost criteria. 

The LTSA supports and activelyencomages community 
and industry "ownership" and participation in addressing all 
road safety issues. Developments in the road transport 
industry are seen in this context, and extensive consultation is 
undertaken with a wide range of parties on all proposals. 

We also operate under the philosophy of industry self 
management, that those running operatio~ (i.e. causing the 
risk) should be responsible for running them safely (i.e. 
managing the risk). 

This coIpOIate approach underlines our ability to respond 
to industry wishes to fine tune regulations for maximum 
efficiency where such opportunities exist Perfonnance 
standards implemented under administrative policy have been 
nsed ac:contingly. 

POLICIES WHICH USE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 

Prescriptive regulations for heavy vehicles limits are 
summarised in Appendix 1. These are more detailed and 
prescriptive than those of other countries which is the result 
of our need to allow a diverse vehicle fleet to operate near (or 
in some cases above) the structural and geometric design 
limits of bridges and roads. 

Operators and industry have continually sought to extend 
these above limits. In the following cases performance 
standards have been incorporated into approval processes, or 
be used as a bencbmarlc for conditional relaxation of safety 
based limits. 

44 tonne A-Trains 
S-Train combination lenglh 
Steerable axle semi-trailer 
Heavy Vehicle Brake Code 
20m Trock Trailer Policy incorporating Inter-Vehicle 

Spacing 
Load Anchor Points 
Safety of Permit Loads 
Car TransporteIS 
Articulated bus bigh speed stability and tail swing 
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The first perfonnance standard developed in this context 
was the policy for 44 tonne A-Trains. This policy is the best 
example of our experience with a perfoonance standard. 

44 TONNE A-TRAINS 

Regulations enacted in February 1989 allowed an 
increase in the maximum gross weight for certain types of 
heavy vehicle combinations from 39 tonne to 44 tonne, 
SUbject to compliance with a range of new safety standards 
and design requirements. These regulatiom were intended to 
encourage, where possible, the nse of combination types 
preferred on the grounds of superior stability and handling as 
part of a package to heJp improve both transport efficiency 
and overall heavy vehicle safety. 

A-Traim were excluded from this weight limit increase 
due to potentially serious problems which had been identified 
concerning an inherent lack: of stability in this type of 
configmation of existing designs, and because in the great 
majority of situations preferred alternatives were available. 

The new policy was developed in conjunction with the 
dairy industry. It takes into account this industry's 
requirements and the Authority's objectives for improved 

,heavy vehicle safety. Studies by the dairy industry showed 
that: 

(a) for farm milk collection A-Trains are often the only 
practical vehicle type; 

(b) millions of dollaIs eau be saved in milk collection 
costs with increased A-Train weight limits; 

(c) milk tanker A-Traim can be constructed to have 
very good bandling aud stability characteristics at 
up to 44 tonnes. 

The standards negotiated with industry for this policy 
were not achieved by any existing A-Trains. Dairy 
companies developed special new A-Train designs which 
comply with this policy. 

While this policy is based on the requirements of the 
milk industry, it is not restricted to tbal application. A-Trains 
which can be guaranteed to meet the conditions of this policy 
under all loading conditions can be considered for 44 tonne 
approval. 

Performance Requirements for 44 Tonne A-trains 

A-trains approved to operate exceeding 39 tonnes and up to 
44 tonnes shall achieve the following levels of stability: 

Static Roll Threshold = 0.45 g or greater 
Dynamic Load Transfer Ratio = 0.6 or less 
High Speed Transient Off Tracking = 0.5 m or less 

Compliance is determined by computer simulation using 
computer programs acceptable to the Authority. (Practical 
tests are not recommended due to the difficulty in measuring 
~ts accurately, and because under the required test 
conditions sudden roll over could occur if a vehicle perfonns 
below the standaJd unless outriggers are fitted, and iterative 
re-design of the vehicle to gain compliance is difficult) 

The following conditions apply: 
(a) All vehicles shall be simulated in the fully laden 

condition. 

(b) The design of the vehicles shall be such that the 
simulated loading conditions cannot be exceeded, 
assuming the highest density product for which the 
approval is valid. (This condition will generally 
have the effect of restricting approvals to ooly 
allowing totally enclosed bodies such as tanker 
vehicles). 

(c) For design pmposes there shall be no tolerance 
applied to vehicle weights prescribed in this policy, 
e.g. 44 tonne shall be the actual design and 
construction maximum. To be verified by test 
weighing. 

(d) Maximum speed capability shall be controlled to 90 
km/h or less by au approved method. 

(e) Approved tachographs or an electronic speed time 
recording device shall be fitted and used at all 
times, and the output made available to any 
employee of the Police or LTSA, on request 

(f) The type of produce canied for which the 
simulation is valid shall be specified. (This is 
necessary to ensure that the loading conditions 
assumed for the simulation will not be exceeded in 
practice). 

(g) The simulation for Dynamic Load Transfer Ratio 
and High Speed Tramient Off-Tracking shall 
simulate a rapid path change at a fOlWani speed of 
90 km/h, using sine steer inputs adjusted so that the 
lead unit is subjected to a lateral acceleration of 
0.15 g for both left and right steer pulses. 

(h) The stability levels specified shall be achieved by 
every unit of the combination. 

(i) Every combination shall comply with the conditions 
specified on the approval, cmrent braking 
requirements and all other regulations, except 
where the approval provides written exemption. 

(j) Each approval will be valid only for the units 
specified in the combination (i.e. dedicated units, or 
separate simulation tests for every variation are 
required). 

(k) The requirements must be achieved for all intended 
conditions of loading. 

(1) Tank vehicles shall be designed to minimise the 
effects of liquid slosh, with compartments arranged 
to provide a DDifoIID load distribution at all times. 

(m) The vehicle shall be test weighted with maximum 
load, under Policy supervision. prior to final 
approval. 

(n) A copy of the approval shall be kept in the vehicle 
at all times and produced to a police officer on 
request. 

(0) Trailers with converter dollys are not acceptable. 

Appendix 2 shows the vehicle infoIlDation required for 
44 tonne A-Train applicatiom. 



EXPERI£NCE WITH IMPLEMENTING THE 44 
TONNE A-TRAIN PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 

The policy was developed specifically to meet the needs 
of the dairy industry for farm milk collection. Industry 
commissioned reports established benefit cost justification for 
the policy development and implementation. Compliance 
costs and technical difficolty have discouraged other 
industries,but the policy does not exclude other types of 
operation. 

The performance limits were negotiated with industry. 
These were progressively reduced from the original 
agreements, which were found by designel'S to exceed the 
limit of technical achievement. Many design iterations were 
needed to achieved the prescribed simulation perfonnance. 

At the time the only organisation with the ability to do 
the required simulation test in New Zealand was the Auckland 
Industrial Development Division of the DSIR. These tests 
made use of a suite of computer programs developed by the 
University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute 
(UMI'RI). Approved computer programs are STATROlL for 
the Static Roll1bresbold simulation, and YA WROLL for the 
Dynamic Load Transfer Ratio, High-Speed Transient Off 
Tracking and Static Roll Threshold 

Vehicle and component data needed (see Appendix 1) 
was not generally readily available. Equipment supplieIS 
either did not always have the information, or were not 
prepared to m3ke if available. 

Tyre data proved to be particularly contentious, as 
compliance was sensitive to make and model of tyre. Tyre 
suppliel'S were concemed that products could be excluded 
from this sector of the marlceL It was argued that difference 
in tyre peIformance parameteIS was a result of test conditions 
rather than the tyres, and a series of tyre tests were 
undertaken at UMTRI. 

OTHER PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 

The 44 tonne A-Train policy established industry 
expectations for a further range of perfonnance based policies. 

The S-train policy allowed a special pmpose S-Train a 
length concession from 17m to 1901, using the A-Train 
performanoe standaIds. Very satisfactOIy perfonnance has 
been reported by the operator. 

A weight limit increase from 37 to 39 tonnes for semi
trailel'S with steerable axles has been achieved by specifying 
the perfonnance of the steerable axle such that equivalent 
stability safety performance is achieved 

A similar analysis was applied to ensure the design of 
safe car t:raDSpoJteIS with dimensional concessions, and the 
process was also used to detennine the maximum safe speed 
for articulated buses. 

Certain truck-trailer combinations, which are allowed 
length concessions, have an optional perfonnance standard for 
reduced inter-vehicle spacing (!VS), where reduced clearances 
equivalent to the prescribed minimum are demonstrated by 
swept path simulation. This process is administered by a 
national industry organisation under agreement with the LTSA 
and the OWDel'S of the IVS computer program. 

The IVS performance standard is addressed more freely 
in another paper at this symposium. 

IMPLEMENTING SIZE AND WEIGHT REGULA nONS 

CONCLUSION 

The 44 Tone A-Train policy can be considered as a 
qualified success. Twenty combinations have been put into 
operation to date. These operations have reported strong 
driver support for these vehicles, and reduced operating and 
maintenance costs. Very high proto-type development and 
initial compliance costs have discouraged a number of 
operators from using this policy. Technical resources for 
policy development, and setting the standards exceed those 
generally available to the industry and strained our resources. 

!be outcome of this policy has been to enable the 
Authority to continue to discourage the general use of A
Trains in favour of semi-trailel'S are B-Trains, while allowing 
operatoIS the option of A-Trains at the same weight limits 
where the need is justified 

Other perfonnance based policies have also allowed the 
prescriptive standards to be effectively extended within the 
safety constraint imposed by road geometry and vehicle 
performance expectations. 
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Overall Length (Including load) 

Single Vehicles 
Rigid truck = 11.0m 
Full trailer (incl drawbar) = 11.0m 

Vehicle Combinations 
Articulated vehicle = 17.0m 
Truck and trailer = 19.0m 
A-train = 20.0m 
B-train = 20.0m 

APPENDIX 1 

Principle Maximum Allowable Dimensions of Typical Vehicles and Combinations 

*Refer to rear overhang requirements on the previous page. All unspecified dimensions in METRES. 

~ B.S 13.2~1 

Rigid Truck 

Truck and Simple Trailer 
(one axle set trailer) 

I 
I. 7.1 

. 19.1 

Logging Jinkers 

A-Train 

I -I ~ 
I 

Spec/al Requirements for A· Trains 

Truck and Semi-trailer (Articulated vehicle) 

Truck and Full Trailer 
(two axle set trailer) 

I 19.1 l 

(a) Three axle, tandem drive axle tractor units (6x4) are to be used. 
(b) Semi-t~iler: The distance from. the rear axis back to the tow coupling shall not exceed 30 percent 

of the distance from the rear axiS forward to the centrepoint of articulation. 
(c) Will be limited to 39,OOOkg. 
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A-TRAINS AT 44 tonne: DATA A£QUIRED FOASTABIUTY ANALYSIS 

The folluwiDS =Ics describe !he infOrm:WOD DCCeSS:II}' 10 cmx/ua 
" CIlIIIpUIer SZ:>bili1y :m:Ilysis iD =nI:Incc ";!h tile Miaisuy of 
Tr:lII5pUrt PuIiq fnr 44 _ A·IIDins. Jr ""1 """"""letS "'" DOt 

d= or ubl:>ia:IbIc. aNlt:lCl D:Md While or Ric!=rd Wung I'" 
AuckUnd Ind""",,, ec..:lopme ... Dmsio", DSIR PI> (09)JU>4U6 
F=(09)~lS~ 

V.hicle liall 

M:Ik. 
Model 
Seri:dNn. 
R~JnNu. 
T=M:IS.S(kg) 
M:>ss of Lo:W (kg) 
Sprung M".., L1dcD (kg) 
Sprung M;L", e.O.height. (m) 
Sprung ~I:= Roll MoctICI:t of Incni:>I (kg.m:) 
Sp""'l! M:m Pitci1 Mome ... or 1acnia. (kg.m:) 
Sprung M= Y_ Momc!U of 1acnia' (kg.m:) 
WbceII=sc< (m) 

AzJe-Cnaup 

.ut. Properties 
AxI. Lo:W (kg) 
Uaspnmg M:ISS (kg) 

SUSJ>CD>loa Prup<nics 
S~n DesigD:>tion 
(0:;. 11co.I<"';';'aODm) 
SuspemioD Lo:W R:.ting (kg) 
AxI. group sp:1Ciag (m) 
(if :> 1 .wc iD poap) 

Susp.asion e.O. Height (m) 
RoD Ce!Ure Ileight (m) 
Mc:uI Tt:lck Width (ra) 
0u:sJ Tyre Scp:>r.ttion (m) 
Spring Sprc:od (m) 
D=pcr Spre:>d (m)' 
D:mper lndi=ioo (deo> 
(t.-""'""'l 
Atwii:azy Roll StiIIncss (N.m/r.td) 
Suspc::slUD Friaion F ..... (N) 
V'ucous O:unping (N.s/m) 
RoIIsIeer Cucfficicnt 

~Prop<nics 

Tyre Desig=tion. inc:uolins "'PC': r.ttio 
(q. MicbciiD XZA llR::.5) 

Tyre RoIrms R:.dius (m) 
Tyre Ve'L StiIIncss (ItN/m) 

AddiliollAl J)au Reqairtd 

Fifth wbeel ofUc:tlO (m) 
Wen ruth wheel heiglu (m) 
Laod on ruth wheel (kg) 

DriYe 

Fiith w".eel !ypC: 

(b&:&CMC) 

o S;ngle cnciIl::tioS (eonv=tion:l) 
o Compc::s:Wng 
o Duubl. oscilbli=g 
o Single osCil:>ling (im=ed) 

Or.twOam bite. point _:h:>ng" (m) 
Ude!I dr.twbam bite pain! hcilht (m) 

Depeadiag OD !he iallucncc of .nabcWablc P:"""'Clers DD the 
resuk. DSlR • AIOO wall either CIl=I:ue the ;w=met.r. or use 
publisbcd ebb from :tY:Iii:>ble suurccs. If IIw is uns:r.tisC:>ctDry. 
pbysic:IJ =at will be required. 

TrsiI<r 51 .... )1Dss' Full""';l ... 

T"'ilcrSI .... M= 

Tt:lClor Slecring R:.tioll 
T= steer:We tr:.il (Cl) 
Tt:lClOr SlCCMg syst= stiIIncss 
ne rod linbge stiIIncss 

Tl"2ilcrKcr 

Fur c:c!l differem suspcmwn: A ~e u! !utee y dc:!lcction rut the: ::ngc bump stoP to bump $10;». 

FUll' e30 dirrc:'c:l1 lyre: A ",ble of cur::.,ing fore ... "{UnaiOD uC slip :>ogle (e.g. O· 12") :>nd •• "iallu: .. J 
(c.&- O· 105 • R"ted Laod). 
A t:>bIe uf :>lignin, torque as " {u:lCtion or slip angl. :>ad venicJ 1O:>d. 
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